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the excessive caprice of ill-directed power, which has presented
down to this time only an example of lawful and cold-blooded
atrocity! And yet the groans of the weak, sacrificed to the cruelty
of the ignorant, or to the indolence of the rich; the barbarous
tortures, multiplied with a severity as useless as it is prodigal,
for crimes either not proved or chimerical; the disgusting horrors
of a prison enhanced by that which is the cruellest executioner of
the miserable—namely, uncertainty; these ought to startle those
rulers whose function it is to guide the opinion of men's minds.
The immortal President Montesquieu has treated curiously
of this matter; and truth, which is indivisible, has forced me to
follow the luminous footsteps of this great man.1
The English judges were the most independent, having a
guaranteed life tenure, quean diu se bene gesserint, under the
Bill of Rights of 1689 and Act of Settlement of 1701. Nobody
could claim privilege by reason of his social position, and the
fourth Earl of Ferrers was executed like a common felon in
1760 for killing his steward, though he was allowed to go from
the Tower of London to Tyburn, the place of execution, in
his own coach. The French high judiciary, which sat in
regional courts called parlements, also enjoyed great independ-
ence, a curious result of the system of purchase; for a judge,
having bought his office with good money, held it for life, and
by another payment could ensure that his son should follow
him. Learned, quasi-hereditary, independent, the French
judiciary formed part of the noblesse de robe, the aristocracy
of merit, which supplied all the ablest ^officials.
In Germany there was an Imperial Tribunal (Reichskam-
mergerichf), which could hear cases even against ruling princes.
It does not appear, however, to have exercised criminal juris-
diction over them; on the whole, circumstances did not make
ruling princes likely to commit ordinary crimes. It is true
that King Frederick William I of Prussia frequently assaulted
his subjects and beat them with his cane, but this does not
appear to have made him unpopular.
1 Beccaria, op. cit.  I have used the translation of J. H. Fairer (1880),
p. 119.
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